
QR Codes
enable 
engagement
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Your consistent message in all the right places.
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Format

Features

Moments

HBO

Leverage augmented reality to invite 
users into truly immersive ad 
experiences.

Augmented reality

Entertainment Seekers are 4.8x 
more likely to want to learn 
more about a brand when the 
advertising is high quality and 
fun1

2/3
of consumers want 
to learn more 
about brands using 
AR2

58%
Of entertainment 
customers find AR 
appealing2

1) Yahoo, Content Moments, 2019
2) Yahoo, Omnibus study, 2020

4.8x



Xbox
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With QR codes, you 
can extend your 
CTV experience 
and enhance living 
room engagement 

150%
Higher QR Code scan-through 
rate vs. benchmark1

Source:1- Internal data, 2021; 2-  Scanova

43%
of QR code scanners say TV 
ads are their main source of 
brand discovery2

When used correctly, QR codes can help marketers  increase brand 
awareness and interaction

11 Million
US households scanned a QR 
code in 20201

QR code adoption has been on the rise 
since 2018...

https://scanova.io/blog/qr-code-statistics/#:~:text=Also%2C%20according%20to%20a%20recent,9.76%20Million%20scans%20in%202018.&text=Among%20the%20respondents%2C%2046.75%25%20agreed,increase%20in%20QR%20Code%20usage


Drive performance by combining CTV ads with 
personalized Tiles experiences, spawned from a 
QR code.

The benefits

71% of CTV viewers use their mobile 
devices to look up related content while 
watching TV, CTV ads provide publishers 
the perfect canvas to increase user 
engagement.

Engaging Experiences
Customized, personalized and
interactive video advertising continues
to grow and outperform standard preroll 
across the board, with standard 
interactive gaining a 237% lift in 
engagement.1

Drives Performance Easy Activation
Leverage our internal creative agency, 
ACT, to strategize, implement, and launch 
your CTV campaign. We do the heavy 
lifting so you don’t have to.

Sources: 1.  Innovid 

Increase the impact of 
CTV with personalized, 
interactive experiences



Extend the ad canvas to the consumer’s mobile device, creating  immersive, 
personalized environment that loads instantly and is optimized for mobile 
engagement.  Use across iCTV and standard CTV placements.

Engage 

3D, 360° & AR

Pan & tilt 

Branded content 

GamificationProfiler & quiz 

Personalize 

Weather LocationTime of day 

Convert 

Mobile wallet Product feedsAdd to calendar 

Engage

Personalize

Convert

QR enable post-scan 
experience  




